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Tell us a little bit about yourself?

Tell us a little bit about your club/organisation?
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Learning comes from a variety of options, some of the best lessons can come from those 
succeeding within the golfing community both inside and outside of New Zealand. As part of the 
New Zealand Golf case study programme we will look to create opportunities for leaders within 
our industry to answer a number of questions and share their knowledge and experiences.

This Questions for Leaders talks to two of the people involved in the success of the Motueka Golf 
Club, Peter Johnson - President and Kevin Armstrong - Club Captain.

The opportunity is to look at the information provided and adapt it to your environment.

Peter: My career was with the ANZ bank, where I moved around a lot through my career, my last 
position with the bank was as Manager of the ANZ Samoa. My roles have been predominantly people 
management based which has helped with my role as President of the Motueka Golf Club. I took 
up golf relatively late in life and have been now playing for 20 years. My first involvement with golf 
administration was at the Motueka Golf Club, where I initially implemented a wide range of processes 
and increased accountability. My wife Shona and I have now been at the club nine years and I have 
been President for the last five years.

Kevin: I am first off a passionate golfer I play off a three handicap and have been playing for 50 years, 
starting my golf in Scotland. Workwise I was with Merrill Lynch for 21 years and then for lifestyle 
reasons we emigrated to Nelson where I worked for ANZ as the Chief Investment officer. I initially 
played my golf at the Nelson Golf Club where I was also on the board for seven years and also chaired 
the committee that took the club back to its original links set up. Five and a half years ago my wife and 
I relocated to Motueka where I was initially a secondary member, over time I found myself playing 
more golf at Motueka so changed my allegiance. I am currently the club captain and also have a role 
with the Nelson Regional Development Agency.

Peter: We are a country club in a small town, we have 400 members and a great bunch of volunteers 
who help our club immeasurably. We have two greenkeepers and we have Caterers who get a retainer 
to look after the food, bar and take our green fees. As we have no administration staff we rely a lot 
on the honesty box system for green fees. We have an alliance with the professionals at the Nelson 
Golf Club who have exclusive access to deliver coaching at our club, they also go into the schools as 
part of that agreement. We have a very clear strategic plan that sets our direction, for example in the 
last four years we have invested $200k in replacement equipment, which was clearly stated in our 
strategic plan.

Kevin: We are a very friendly open club, not a big club in not a big town. We run a card shuffle three 
out of four Wednesdays which means that you get to meet other members quickly a real strength of 
our club. The course is always in lovely condition, except when cyclones come through, but it always 
recovers quickly. Our members take pride in the club and don’t take it for granted. We have a very 
healthy group of volunteers. We have our own bore and unlimited water available so the course has 
improved dramatically over the years with this.



What do you see as your greatest opportunity?

What are you most proud of?

What are your biggest challenges?

How are you overcoming these?

What does golf look like in 15 years time?

Peter: We are a really good golf course and we don’t see the need to discount. Our catchphrase is 
“The friendliest club in the top of the South” and it is a massive part of our culture and our members 
own that, we don’t always get it right mind you but we try very hard to. We look at the opportunity 
to enhance the experience of playing on our course. We seem to get a lot of members from Royal 
Wellington play at our course and I asked one why and they said “your course has a good reputation 
at our club”. We work hard at that reputation.

Kevin: While nice to receive the Club of the Year award it is not the zenith of the club, the award 
itself was not a goal of the club it was a result of all that we have done to make us viable as a club. Our 
opportunities are to continue maintaining the condition of the course, continue to be an integral part 
of the community and to focus on being friendly.

Peter: Two things, the first is the overall culture of our club it is a truly friendly welcoming club 
and secondly, and I think most importantly, turning around the financial performance of the club 
allowing us to invest in new equipment.

Kevin: The golf course, it’s a tricky little course not the longest but requires good golf to score well. 
Growing membership against the tide, growing our financial position (300k surplus) which has 
allowed us to invest in equipment which for example has improved our greens immensely. We have 
also kept our subs ($680 full playing) at the same rate for four years.

Peter: Unfortunately not as good as it looks now for us, we are a low wage economy and have trouble 
attracting young members as they move on. We have to rely on the retired population to continue 
to grow. We have run a very successful She Loves Golf campaign and have grown our female 
membership with this it is definitely a growth area for us.

Kevin: I am a traditionalist I don’t see the need for golf to change and no need for it to be dumbed 
down. We need to create a greater expectation on membership as the membership model is still very 
important.

Peter/Kevin: Climate change is by far our biggest challenge and concern, we are a low lying club 
very close to sea level in parts. Sea water is at times coming onto the course.

Peter/Kevin: We are focusing our resources on drainage and solutions this will be an ongoing issue 
and we are hoping to be able to engage with the council but it is a difficult area.
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What have you read or who/what has influenced you as a person and a 
leader? And what was the key learning?

Peter: No simple answer to that, it has been an amalgam of my life experiences. I have learnt through 
both good and bad experiences. I believe you either have EQ or IQ and my skills are EQ based as a 
people manager. I see myself as a positive role model for the club and I always look to say hello. My 
job as a leader at the Motueka Club has been made easier by the attitude of the members they have 
taken ownership of the friendliness banner, our success is a whole club effort we rely hugely on our 
volunteers, we are really lucky as they are great volunteers and great people.

Kevin: I am lucky enough to know Sir Bob Charles, he is a marvellous role model and an 
underutilised resource. My three other golfing role models would be Jack Nicklaus, Peter Allis and 
Ben Hogan all for their unique passion for the game. The game teaches you integrity, honesty and 
tradition and very importantly the ability to get on with everybody.
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The Motueka Golf Club truly lives their ethos of “The friendliest club in the top of the 
South” it underpins their culture and everything that they do. If you are interested in 
discussing this further please contact New Zealand Golf 09 485 3230 to identify your 
local Sector Support team member. They are there to help.

Conclusion


